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Abstract:

A collection of photographs taken of people, events and campus buildings at Indiana University South Bend from the 1940’s to the present. The collection includes photographs of Commencements, various Academic Divisions, Administration and Administrators, Students and Student Organizations, and special campus events. Additionally, there are many images of the campus itself. These include images of construction projects, building exteriors, parking lots and campus artwork. While the vast majority of the collection is photographs, several of the sub-headings have a significant number of 35mm slides.

This collection more than doubled in size with the donation of several thousand images from the Office of Marketing and Communications in 2009. The donated images increased most sub-headings in this collection twofold.

Scope and Content Note:

Material is arranged by event or department, then is arranged by date or alphabetically.

It should be noted that there are manuscript collections held within the Indiana University South Bend Archives that hold related materials that reflect many of the events and people included in this Photograph Collection. Examples include the IU South Bend Commencement Programs Collection, The Schurz Library Collection, and the Chancellor Lester Wolfson Collection. Using the Photograph Collection in concert with other such collections would give a researcher a full picture of the IU South Bend Campus.

Note: Images of faculty members are located in their individual faculty publication file.
Photograph Categories:

Box 1a and Box 1b – Commencement

This section contains images of activities before, during and after Commencement from the various years.

Box 2 – Early IUSB

These images are of people, activities and buildings of IU South Bend through the 1990’s.

Box 3 and Box 3a – Academic Divisions

This section documents various academic divisions and activities associated with each. Not all divisions are represented. Box 3a contains images associated with the Labor Studies Division.

Box 4 – Administration

The images in this section are of Chancellors, Administrators, and administrative departments at IU South Bend.

Box 5a and Box 5b – Students

These images represent student and student groups. Box 5 contains photographs and Box 5a contains slides.

Box 6a, 6b, 6c and 6d – Special Events

These boxes include images from a wide variety of events at IU South Bend. They are filed in alphabetical order by the event name.

Box 7 – Library

This section documents the library including the construction of the Schurz Library in the 1980’s.

Box 8 – Buildings and Artwork

The images in this section document the exterior of the campus buildings from the location at Central High School to the present. Additionally, images of the campus sculptures are included.

Box 9 and 9a – Faculty

This section includes images of previous and current IUSB faculty, IUSB staff, state representatives and attorneys.

Box 10 – Alumni Association
This section includes images of the Alumni staff and office, various gatherings and award ceremonies.

**Box 11 – Trustees**

Images included are of IUSB Trustees and Chancellors. Photographs of IU Presidents are also included in this section.

**Box 12a – Negatives**

This box contains negatives and slides from different boxes.

**Box 12 – Unidentified Photographs**

This box contains unidentified photographs and slides.

**Administrative Information**

**Access Restrictions:**

This collection is open for research.

Advance notice is required.

**Usage Restrictions:**

Copyright interests for this collection have been transferred to the Trustees of Indiana University. For more information, contact the Indiana University South Bend Archivist.

**Preferred Citation:**

[Item], Indiana University South Bend Photograph Collection, Indiana University South Bend Archives.

**Processing Information:**

Completed in 2005. Processed by Archives Student Worker Terri Vega. Updated in November 2008 by Archives Student Worker Susan Jacobs. Updated in 2010 by Alison Stankrauff. The collection was re-compiled during the summer of 2010 by Student Workers Theresa Barnett and Susan Jacobs. The finding aid was created Autumn of 2011 by Susan Jacobs. Updated by Student Workers Eric Walerko and Joshua Crain in the Summer of 2012. Updated by Student Worker Eric Walerko Spring 2013, Summer 2014. Updated by student worker Valeria Chamorro Fall 2016.
**Box 1a – Commencement**

1. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Commencement: 1967.
2. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Commencement: 1968.
3. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Commencement: 1970.
6. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Commencement: 1975.
7. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Commencement: F.D. Schurz, 1976.
8. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Commencement: 1977.
10. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Commencement: 1979.
11. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Commencement: 1980.
12. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Commencement: 1981.
15. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Commencement: 1985.
17. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Commencement: 1990.
22. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Commencement: 1995.
23. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Commencement: 1996.
25. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Commencement: 1999.
27. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Commencement: 2000.
30. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Commencement: 2002.
31. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Commencement: 2003 – Honorary Degree Recipient, Barbara Warner.
32. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Commencement: 2003.
33. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Commencement: 2004 – Honorary Degree Recipient, Jeffrey V. Gibney.
Box 1b – Commencement

1. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Commencement: 2004.
2. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Commencement: 2004.
3. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Commencement: 2005.
4. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Commencement: Miscellaneous Photographs, No dates.
5. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Commencement: Miscellaneous Photographs, No dates.

Box 2 – Early IUSB

1. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Early Scenes at Central High School.
2. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, IU South Bend World War Two Army Reserve.
3. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Groundbreaking for the Indiana University South Bend-Mishawaka Center, June 17, 1959.
4. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Anti-War Protest: March 1969.
5. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Anti-War Demonstration: May 1970.
6. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Northside West Groundbreaking; Wolfson, Allen, Klopfenstein: 1972 (Photocopy).
7. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Northside West Dedication: November 1972 (empty).
8. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Purchase of Associates Bldg. (Newspaper Clipping): 1975.
10. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Chancellor’s Scholarship Winner: 1976
12. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, “National Agenda for the 80s”.
13. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Chancellor’s Award, n.d., Tuck Langland and Award Design.
14. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Early IUSB fieldtrip. No date.
15. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, x-mas festival tree, 1990.
16. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Early IU life, circa 1990s.
17. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Old dining room picture, circa 1970s.
18. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Early IU, circa 1980s.
20. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Early IUSB life, 1986.
24. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Early IUSB life, *South Bend Tribune* publisher, no date.

**Box 3 – Academic Divisions**

1. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Arts Division/Fine Arts.
2. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Arts Division/Music.
3. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Arts Division/Theatre.
4. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Arts Division/Theatre.
5. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Business & Economics.
6. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Continuing Education – General Studies.
7. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Dental Technology.
8. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Education Division.
9. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Liberal Arts & Sciences: Biology.
10. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Liberal Arts & Sciences: Chemistry/Physics.
11. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Liberal Arts & Sciences: English.
12. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Liberal Arts & Sciences: Foreign Languages.
13. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Liberal Arts & Sciences: Geography.
15. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Liberal Arts & Sciences: Labor Studies.
17. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Liberal Arts & Sciences: Political Science.
18. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Liberal Arts & Sciences: Psychology.
19. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Liberal Arts & Sciences: Sociology.
20. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Liberal Arts & Sciences: Philosophy.
21. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Liberal Arts & Sciences: Women’s Studies Women’s Center.
22. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Liberal Arts & Sciences: Women’s Studies.
23. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Nursing/Medical Technology.
24. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Reserve Officer Training Corps - ROTC (empty).
25. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, School of Public and Environmental Affairs (SPEA).
26. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Graduate Studies.
27. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Unidentified Class/Classroom Photographs.
Box 3a – Unidentified Labor Studies Photographs

Box 4 – Administration

1. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Administration.
2. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Bookstore.
3. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Campus Support Services.
4. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Chancellor Kenneth Perrin.
5. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Chancellor Lester Wolfson.
6. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Computer Center.
7. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Day Care Center (on the campus)
8. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Committee for the Disabled.
9. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Ministry Campus.
10. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Poster (3): Daniel Cohen, Lester Wolfson & Walt Collins.
11. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Safety and Security.
12. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Staff Council.
13. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Alfred J. Guillaume, Vice-Chancellor for Academic Affairs, No date.
15. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Chancellor Reck’s Installation, 2002.
16. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Advisory Board Members, No Date.
19. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Chancellors Lester Wolfson & Una Mae Recks, April 24, 2002.
20. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Chancellor Una Mae Recks, 2001-2006
22. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Chancellor Ken Perrin, no date.
23. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Police officer Ed Garcia, no date.
24. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Dorothy and Darwin Wiekamp, no date.
25. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Chancellors with no names, no dates.
26. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Administration rooms, no date.
27. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Ileen Sheffer; Vice chancellor, no date.
28. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Alfred J. Guillaume; vice chancellor, no date.

Box 5A – Students Slides

1. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Students: Slides.
2. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Student photo used in Chancellor report, 2000.

**Box 5B – Student Organizations**

1. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Student Association/Student Organizations.
2. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Students; Groups, Miscellaneous.
3. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Students; Groups, Miscellaneous.
4. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Students; Individuals, Miscellaneous.
5. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Student Services.
6. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, New Student Orientation.
7. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Registration Scenes.
10. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Nursing Students, 2001.
11. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Dental Students, No Date.
13. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Students Outside Northside Hall, 2003, No Date.
14. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Students studying in library, no date.
15. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Foreign student center, no date.
16. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, ROTC students, no date.
17. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Psych Department, no date.
18. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Fine Arts department, no date.
20. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Job Fair, no date.
21. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Individuals; Misc. varies dates.

**Box 6a – Special Events**

1. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Action Research, No date.
2. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Adam Hervert Campus Visit, July 2003.
3. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Administration and Faculty Receptions / Dinners, Various Years.
4. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, African Dancers.
5. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Al Large, Business Recipient.
7. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Arnoff & Student Spokesperson Slides, No Date.
8. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Art Gallery Opening.
11. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Indiana State Representative B. Pat
    Bauer, No date.
12. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, BD Wong, Visit to IUSB Campus, April
    2004.
13. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Benefactor Wall Unveiled, September,
    No date.
14. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Sarah Brody, No date.
15. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Breast Cancer Awareness Walk,
    October, No date.
16. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Bed Coffman Plaque, No date.
17. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Bushnell’s Talk, Computer Facts,
18. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Campus Diversity Lecture, No date.
20. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Chancellor’s Medal and IUSB Fest,
    October 2003.
21. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Chinese Poets, No date.
22. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Christmas in April Event, No Date.
23. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Community College Imitative, 1999.
24. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Conversations on Cornell West, No
    Date.
25. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Count Basic Orchestra, No Date.
26. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Crossroads Fountain Placement and
27. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Dempsey Story (McCollough), 2002.
28. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Department Luncheons/Dinners, Various
    Years.
29. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Diversity Day, No Date.
32. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Evan Bayh, August 2002.
33. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Faculty Retirement, Various Dates.
34. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Faculty/Staff Holiday Party, 1997.
35. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Faith Ringgold Lecture, April 2000.
36. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Gates Scholar and Peace Corp
    Volunteer.
37. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Memorial service for Prof. Peyser, no
    date.
39. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, unknown political event on campus, no
    date.
40. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Function in old Assoc. Building, no date.
Box 6b – Special Events

1. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, George McChollough, Washington High School Principal, No Date.
2. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Get on the Bus Event, No Date.
3. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Get on the Bus, No Date.
4. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Golf Outing, No Date.
5. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Hamilton Learning Center, No date.
6. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Heartwalk.
7. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Helen F. Pope Memorial Scholarship, November, 2005.
8. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Helen Thomas Appreciation Day, June, No date.
9. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Honors Research Conference, No date.
10. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Hoosiers Higher Education, IU’s Future, No date.
12. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, International Summer Special Olympics, IUSB Group, August, No date.
13. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, IU President Myles Brand’s Visit, 2000.
15. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, IUSB African Student Reception at Ilene Sheffer’s (Photo CD), 2005.
17. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, IUSB Black History Month, 2005.
18. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, IUSB Christmas in April, Spring 2006.
19. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, IUSB Civil Rights Wall & Reception, October 2004.
20. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, IUSB Fest 1998.
21. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, IUSB Fest 1998, continued.
22. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, IUSB Fest 1998, continued.
23. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, IUSB Fest 1999.
24. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, IUSB Fest 1999 continued.
25. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, IUSB Fest 1999 continued.
26. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, IUSB Fest 1999 continued.
27. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, IUSB Fest, 2000.
28. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, IUSB Fest, 2000, continued.
31. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, IUSB Fest, 2002.
32. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, IUSB Fest, 2002, continued.
33. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, IUSB Fest, 2003.
34. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, IUSB Fest, 2003, continued.
35. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, IUSB Food Festival, No date.
36. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Installation luncheon, 2002.
37. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Lundquist reception and Lundquist winners. No date.

**Box 6c – Special Events**

1. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, IUSB International Studies Family/Home, 1990.
2. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, IUSB Job Fair, 1993.
3. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, IUSB Job Fair, 2000.
5. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, IUSB Job Fair, 2003.
8. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, IUSB Job Fair, Speaker U.S. Senator Evan Bayh, 2005.
9. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, IUSB Job Fair, 2005.
10. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, IUSB Job Fair, 2006.
11. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, IUSB Make a Difference Day, No Date.
12. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, IUSB Minority African American Voices (Negative Sheets), No Date.
15. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, IUSB on Tour: High School Counselors Touring IU South Bend.
17. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, IUSB Service Awards, 2004.
18. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, IUSB Staff Recognition Day, 1996.
23. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, IUSB Staff Appreciation Day, 2002.
25. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, IUSB Staff Appreciation Day, No Date.
27. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, IUSB Student & Staff Night at the Silverhawks Game, 2005.
28. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, IUSB Student Nurses leaving for New Orleans & Hurricane Katrina Relief, September 2005.
29. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, IUSB Tutoring at Navarre Middle School, 2002.
31. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, IUSB Welcome Week, August 2002.
32. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, IUSB, Silver Celebration Speaker, 1991-92.
35. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Workshop for High School teachers, no date.
37. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Night at the cave, 2005.
38. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Schurz scholarship recipients, 2005.
39. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Employee appreciation picnic, no date.
40. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Opening of the SAC, 2004.
41. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Faculty senate, no date.
42. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Reception for Raclin, 2002.
43. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, ROTC induction ceremony, 12/2002.
44. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Holocaust survivor speaker on campus, no date.
45. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Harold “Tuck” Langland Lundquist Faculty Fellowship award ceremony, April 2003.

**Box 6d – Special Events**

1. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Bicycle Path Along Campus Housing, 2012.
2. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Bike the Bend Annual Cycling Event, 2012.
3. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Make a Difference Day, No Date.
4. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, McGruff Crime Dog, October, No date.
5. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Medical School Dedication, 2006.
6. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Mentoring Lunch, 2006.
7. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Miscellaneous, Various Years.
8. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Nurse Lecturer, SBA Award, No Date.
10. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Pearson Scholarship Winner and Roemer Art Event.
11. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Pearson Scholarship, 2005.
12. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Pedestrian Bridge (Portion), 2012.
13. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Phi Beta Delta Awards, No Date.
14. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Playboy Speaker from IUINI.
15. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Poetry Jam, 1996.
16. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Schurz Library Staff Outing, Circa 1990’s.
17. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Raclin Reception, 2002.
18. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Ralph Nader, Guest Speaker at IUSB, No date.
19. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Recycle Promotion, No Date.
20. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Red Cross Meeting after Hurricane Katrina, 2005.
22. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Retirement Reception & Pearson Scholarship Winner, 2005.
27. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Scholarship Reception, 2004.
28. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Scholarship Reception, 2006.
29. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, School Orientation, 2002.
31. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Service Recognition, 1998.
32. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, State of Indiana Representatives at IUSB, No Date.
33. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Steinem (Gloria) Lecture, 4/2003.
34. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, South Bend Mayor Steve Luecke’s “Make a Difference at YWCA” Event, October, No date.
35. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, U.S. House Representative Tim Roemer, No Date.
36. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Toradze Piano Studio Concert, No Date.
37. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Tribute for Wall of Donors, 2004.
38. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Tribute to Women Minority Affairs, May 2004.
40. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Trustees’ Visit, Spring, 2003.
41. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Unveiling Wall of Honors, No date.
42. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Indiana Senator Vi Simpson Reception, 2003.
43. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Vision Art Show, 1994.
44. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Visitors from Germany, July 2003.
45. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Whitney & Jackson with Jewish Workshop, Summer.
46. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Wiekamp Hall Dedication, 1994.
47. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Women’s Fest, 1997.
50. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Debbie 50th Birthday, July 2003.
51. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Gallery opening, October 20, 2000.
52. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Marketing/Advertising club photo w/Monte Lee, October 20, 2003.
53. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Ernestine Raclin, school of the arts unveiling, January 4, 2004.
54. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Dr. John Duffy; library speaker series, October 24, 2006.
55. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Chancellors medal, 2000.
56. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Reception, no date.
57. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, IUSB graduation, 1996.

Box 7 - Library

Folder

1. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, IU South Bend Library Interior, Northside Location, 1976 (Slide).
2. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, IU South Bend Library Interior, Northside Location, circa 1980s.
4. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Schurz Library Construction – Small Photographs, 3x5’s.
5. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Schurz Library Construction – Small Photographs, 3x5’s, Continued.
8. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, IU South Bend Librarians, Vera Szasz, Donna Harlan, Mary Sue Freitag, Kim Parker, circa 1950s -1980s.
9. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, IU South Bend Library, Microfilm & Transcription Machines.
10. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Learning Resource Center, circa 1990s. (Now the Educational Resource Commons).
12. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Brain O’Keefe; Librarian, 2005.

Box 8 – Buildings and Artwork

Folder

1. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, South Bend’s Central High School (Photocopy).
2. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Entire Campus Shots, Aerial Shot of Campus, No date.
3. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Administration Building, No date.
4. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Greenlawn Hall, No date.
5. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Northside Hall Construction.
6. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Northside Hall Construction, Continued.
7. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Northside Hall, Exterior.
8. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Northside Hall, Interior.
9. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Northside West, Construction.
10. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Northside West.
11. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Riverside Hall.
12. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, IUSB Outdoor Campus Scenes, 1986.
14. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Student Housing & University Owned Property.
15. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Wiekamp Hall Groundbreaking, 1994.
16. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Wiekamp Hall Construction.
17. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Parking Lot.
18. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Fine Arts Building.
19. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Purdue Statewide Technology Building.
20. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Associates Building.
22. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Art Works on the IUSB Campus.
23. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Photographs of the SAC, 2002-04.
24. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, SAC, Groundbreaking, September 2000.
25. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Elkhart Groundbreaking, July 2006.
26. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Elkhart Center Construction CD, April 2006-June 2007. (Cataloged in IUCAT. Call#: LD 2530.4.E45 2007.)
27. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Student Activity Center, Construction, March 2001.
28. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Parking Lots.
29. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Wiekamp Hall.
30. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Picnic Pavilion/Riverside Hall.
32. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Various Outdoor Building Photos, various dates.
33. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Adagio with Landscape by Harold Langland, 1979.
34. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Tuck Langland Sculptures, No Date.
35. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, “Memory” Statue Unveiling, No Date.
36. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Trustees/Fountain Dedication, 2003.
37. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Wiekamp Hall Construction & Dedication, No Date.
38. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Telecomm lab, June 2000.

**Box 8a- Buildings**

1. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, IUSB campus, spring 2003-06.
2. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Campus construction, September 2011.
4. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Elkhart Center Construction, April 2006-June 2007.
5. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Bridge groundbreaking ceremony, 2006.
6. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Misc. Interior and Exterior Slides, Various Dates.
7. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Misc. Interior and Exterior Slides, No Date.
8. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Education and Arts building, June 6, 2012.
10. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Education and Arts building construction; Circle desk, office, computer room, and reading room. July 19, 2012.
12. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Greenlawn Hall, General hallways, August 2012.
13. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Greenlawn Hall, Filing area, August 2012.
14. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Greenlawn Hall, Advising area, August 2012.
15. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Greenlawn Hall, Educational resource commons library, August 2012.
16. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Greenlawn Hall, Educational resource commons. August 2012.
17. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Greenlawn Hall, Lounge area, August 2012.
18. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Greenlawn Hall, Supply area, August 2012.
19. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Greenlawn Hall; Classroom. August 2012.
20. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Greenlawn Hall; Secretarial area, August 2012.
21. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Greenlawn Hall; Mail room, August 2012.
22. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Greenlawn Hall; Reception area, August 2012.
23. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Education and Arts building construction front view, July 26, 2013.
24. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Education and Arts building south wall sidewalk construction, July 2012.
25. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Education and Arts building front area construction, July 2012.
26. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Education and Arts building west wall construction, July 2012.
27. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Education and Arts building; Groundbreaking, 2011.

Box 9 – Faculty

1. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Roger Hamburg; Political Science, no date.
2. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Charles R. Duvall; Education, no date.
3. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Dr. Sylvia E. Bowman, no date.
4. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, IU Faculty, no date.
5. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Mary Basolo-Kunzer; Nursing, no date.
6. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Part time Faculty, 1951-1952.
7. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Full time Faculty, 1951-52.
8. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Full time Faculty, no date.
9. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Faculty Luncheon, October 4, 1958.
10. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Faculty Luncheon, October 3, 1958.
11. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Chris Murrell, no date.
12. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Faculty Luncheon—pick Oliver Hotel, October 3, 1959.
13. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Faculty Luncheon, September 24, 1960.
14. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, IUSB Faculty Luncheons Misc. No date.
15. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Frank Allen, no date.
16. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, J.W. Ashton, no date.
17. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, E. Ross Bartley, no date.
18. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Samuel E. Branden, no date.
19. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, H.T. Briscoe, no date.
20. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Lynton Caldwell, no date.
21. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Donald F. Carmony, 1944-50.
22. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Robert E. Cavanaugh, no date.
23. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Ralph L. Collins, no date.
24. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Helen Duncan, April 1960.
25. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, J. A. Franklin; university treasurer, no date.
26. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Ford Poulton Hall, no date.
27. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Maynard Kiplinger Hine, no date.
28. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Dr. Alex Jardine, no date.
29. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Hugh W. Norman, no date.
30. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Galen B. Sargent, no date.
31. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Fred Naffziger, no date.
32. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Lepnard Noens, no date.
33. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Marian Pettingill; dean of nursing, no date.
34. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Julia Peysen, no date.
35. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Warren Peppeerdine, no date.
37. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, James E. Blodgett, no date.
38. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Dr. John Penikis, 1990.
39. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Keith Knauss, no date.
40. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, James Mullins; director of Library. No date.
41. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Gabrielle Robinson, no date.
42. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Vince Peterson, 1993.
43. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Bill Hojnacki; IUSB school of public and environmental affairs, Circa 1990’s.
44. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, John Owings, no date.
45. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Patrica McNeal; woman’s studies, no date.
46. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Leonard M. Fleck; Philosophy, no date.
47. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, James Patillo; Business, no date.
49. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Pat Pritchett, no date.
50. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Martin’s & Erica Raclin, no date.
51. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Joe Raymond, 1998.
52. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Education; Dr. Rios, June 21, 2000.
53. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Tom Ross, no date.
54. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Russell Slides, no date.
55. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Asghar Sabbagh, no date.
56. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Randy Jandsberg, 1992.
57. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, John Russo, 1986.
58. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Steve Norton; Business/Economics, no date.
59. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, John Peck; Business/Economics, no date.
60. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Robert N. Robinson; Business/Accounting, no date.
61. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Doug Hartford & Paul Herr, no date.
62. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Paul Herr, no date.
63. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Fred Hechinger; Education, 1985.
64. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Sanford Gottlief, no date.
65. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Judat Garf & Sara Piser, no date.
66. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Ann M. Grens, 2005.
67. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Hall, Ames, Regan-Kubmachi, 2005.
68. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Ernest H. Girlein; Chemistry, no date.
69. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, William Frascella; Math & Computer Science, no date.
70. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Patrick Furlong; History, March 2001.
71. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Gandi, 2001.
72. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Les Lamon, varies dates.
73. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Monle Lee; Buisness/Econ, September 1996.
74. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Tom Lenz, G. Chris Keeley, & Doug Priest, no date.
75. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, John Lewis; Political Science, no date.
76. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Betsy Lucal; Sociology, 2001.
77. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Kevin J. MacDonald; Public Communication Assistant, 1997.
78. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Doug McMillen; Chemistry, 1998.
79. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Ellen Maher, no date.
80. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Kirk Mecklenburg; Sociology, Aug. 25, 1992.
81. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Mekeel Slides, no date.
82. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Gwen Mattetal, no date.
83. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Dr. Lawrence Garbey; Athletics committee, 1992.
84. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, General Studies Faculty, March 2004.
85. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Marie Fields, 1985.
86. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Don Cline; Business/Econ, no date.
87. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Robert W. De'Maree; music, no date.
88. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Alice Edgell Farewell party, no date.
89. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Tom Ehrlich and Ellen Ehrlich, 1987.
90. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Mike Esselstram, no date.
91. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Anthony Droege; Fines Arts, no date.
92. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Cox Slides, no date.
93. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Covey, no date.
94. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, John Damopolas, no date.
95. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Shirley Carlson, no date.
97. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Ann Brown & Judy Gibson, no date.
98. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Dr. Bryant, 2002.
99. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Sarah Brady, no date.
100. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Kenny Hing, no date.
101. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Jerry Hinnefield, no date.
102. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Susan Hood; Art History, no date.
103. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Janet Howard, no date.
104. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Ilene, 2003.
105. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, IUSB Business Professors, March 2002.
106. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Randall Isaason; Education, no date.
107. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Paul Joray; Economics, no date.
108. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Kaser slides, no date.
109. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Michael F. Keen; Sociology, no date.
110. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Brenda Knowles, 2004.
111. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Donna Lamborn, 2002.
112. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, L. Blodgett, September 1996.
113. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, George T. Blakey, no date.
114. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Eileen Bender, no date.
115. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, David Barton, no date.
116. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, John Perry Barlow, no date.
117. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Wayne Bartholomew, no date.
118. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Gretchen Anderson; chemistry, no date.
119. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Tracey Anderson, no date.
120. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Peter Aghimien; Business & Econ, no date.
121. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Larry Lentych, Christopher Craft, Tamshid Mehran, no date.
122. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, John McIntosh, 1996.
123. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Ted Hengesbach; General studies, Varies dates.
124. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, John Swonhda, August 20, 1992.
125. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Dr. Richmond Calvin; general studies, September 1996.
126. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Fred Herschede, no date.
127. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Paul Joray; Business/Econ, 2001.
128. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Jean Chandonia; General studies, no date.
129. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Ben Schulz; Common arts, no date.
130. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, John Lewis; political science, no date.

**Box 9b—Faculty**

1. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Professors of Fine Arts, no date.
2. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Jon Penikis; Political Science, no date.
3. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Ted Hengesbach; General studies, no date.
4. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Gwen McLeah; Library & speech, no date.
5. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Frank Fujita; Psychology, no date.
6. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Jim Moran; Business & Econ, no date.
7. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Gabrielle Robinson; English, no date.
8. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, John Swohnda; Dean of Business, no date.
9. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Tammy Morgan-Fong; Spanish, 2002.
10. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Tom Mawhinney; Psychology, no date.
11. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Rob Ducoffe; Dean of business & Econ, no date.
12. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Bill Frascella & Gabrielle Robinson; math & English, no date.
13. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Brenda Knowles; Business & Econ, no date.
14. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Mary Wisenewski; women’s basketball coach, no date.
15. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Bill Frascella; math, no date.
16. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Ben Withers; Arts, no date.
17. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Frances Sherwood; English, no date.
18. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Joe Peyser; Education, 2000.
19. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Tom Hibbs; Biology, no date.
20. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, John Lewis; Political Science, no date.
21. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Paula Barrett; bookstore, no date.
22. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Louisse Collins; Psychology, no date.
23. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Mike Esselstrom; music, no date.
24. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Tom Mawhinney; Psychology, June 1995.
25. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Lester Lamon; History, no date.
26. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Pat McNeal; Gender Studies, no date.
27. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Ellen Maher; Sociology & History Science, no date.
28. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Fred Herschede; Business & Econ, no date.
29. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Anthropology professors, no date.
30. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Wes Robbions; Philosophy, 2005.
31. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Barb Keith; nursing, no date.
32. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Sue Anderson; nursing, no date.
33. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, varies faculty, no date.
34. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Kathy Piekarski; Secretary, no date.
35. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Betty Mooney; sociology, no date.
36. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Margaret Scanlar; English, 2001.
37. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Harvy Garber; chemistry, no date.
38. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, John McIntosh; psychology, no date.
39. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Nancy Paris; English, no date.
40. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Gary Kern, no date.
41. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Cherly Williams; Minority Student services, no date.
42. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Randy Clark; gallery director, no date.
43. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Tuck Langland; Fine Arts, no date.
44. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Ken Perrin; History, no date.
45. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Kathy Richie; psychology, no date.
46. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Barbara Peat; Criminal justice, no date.
47. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, John Withey; business & econ, no date.
48. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Tracy Anderson; business & econ, no date.
49. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Marty Gersey; head of security, no date.
50. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, William Franscella; math, no date.
51. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Christine Richardson; Academic affairs, no date.
52. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Gwynn Mettetal; Psych & Education, no date.
53. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Kathy Stiso Mullins; Northern Indiana Historical Society Director, 1985.
54. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, John Withey; School of business, no date.
55. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Fred Herschede; Business & Econ, no date.
56. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Marcia Sheudan; Education, 1991.
57. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Gloria Karfman, no date.
58. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Tuck Langload; Fine arts, no date.
59. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, J. Paul Herr; Geography, no date.
60. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Richmond Calvin & Curt Leggett; Education, 2002.
61. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Jim Smith; Dean of Education, circa 1990s.
62. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Crim Jautin; Head of safety & security, no date.
63. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Fred Naffziger; school of business, no date.
64. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Sue Konzelman; Business & Econ, no date.
65. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Linda Loomis-Steole; Comm Arts, no date.
66. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Jim Smith; Deal of education, no date.
67. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Vic Riemanschnider; Biology, no date.
68. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Karen Clark; Education, no date.
69. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Gwen McLeah; Library & speech, no date.
70. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Steve Shore; Astronomy, no date.
71. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Ben Withers; Arts, 2000.
72. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Randy Colborn; Theater, no date.
73. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, John Swanda; Dean of Buisness & Econ, no date.
74. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Steve Norton; School of Business, no date.
75. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, John Plennert; Architect, 2002.
76. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Anita Fishnear, no date.
77. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Sara Loge; Education, no date.
78. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Bill Frascella; math, no date.
79. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Ganesan Vaidyganathan; School of business, 2002.
80. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Alexander Tordze; Music, April 2004.
81. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Radiology director; no name, no date.
82. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Labor Studies, various faculty, no date.
83. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Steve Shore; Astronomy & Physics, no date.
84. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Wayne Bartolomew; Business, no date.
85. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Randy Clark; Arts, 1985.
86. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Yoshiko Okada Green; world language, no date.
87. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Jamshid Mehram; Business, no date.
88. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Katharine Jackson; Business, no date.
89. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Joseph Chavez; English, April 2002.
90. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Paul Joray; Business & Econ, 2002.
91. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Bill Frascella; math, 2002.
92. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Randall Colborn; Theater, no date.
93. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Judy Graf; General Studies, no date.
94. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Mary Wisnewski; Female basketball coach, 2002.
95. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Tammy Fong-Morgan; Spanish, no date.
96. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Barbara Peek; Criminal Justice, 2003.
97. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Neov Karakas; Political Science, 2000.
98. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Stan Jones; Head of higher education, October 1999.
99. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, David Fred; Business, no date.
100. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Frances Sherwood; English, 2002.
101. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Jim; Security, no date.
102. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Mike Dvorak; St. Joe prosecuting attorney, no date.
103. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Joann Phillips; faculty. No date.
104. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Lawrence Giden, no date.
105. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Eileen Bender; English professor, no date.
106. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Miriam Shillingburg; English, 2005.
107. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Shirley Carlson, no date.
109. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Ganesh Vaidyanthan; Business and Econ, 2002.
110. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Ernestine Raclin, no date.
111. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Fred Nafrziger; Business law, no date.
112. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Karl Stetler; Student housing manager, no date.
113. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Steve Luecke; South Bend Major, no date.
114. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Gretchen Anderson; Chemistry $ Biochemistry, no date.
115. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Dean Mock; Elkhart county representative, 1997.
116. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Morteza Shafli-Mousavi; Math Science, no date.
117. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Dan Sprunger; Data network consultant, no date.
118. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Marta Makielski and other IUSB Faculty, no date.
119. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Esker E. Ligon; Student life program & judicial affairs, January 1988.
120. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Dr. Chamblee, 2002.
121. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Jackie Walorski; Faculty, no date.
122. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Pat Maruel; affirmative action officer, no date.
123. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Larry Lentch, no date.
124. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, unknown faculty, circa 2000.
125. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, unknown person/staff, March 2003.
126. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, unknown faculty, no date.
127. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Michael Mancini; political science, no date.
128. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Mike Keen; Sociology and anthropology, no date.
129. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, David Barton; music, no date.
130. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Alexander Toradze; music, no date.
131. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, David Bonter; Biology, 2004.
132. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Judy Graf; general studies, 2001.
133. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Steve Norton, Faculty, no date.
134. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Patrick Bauer; IUSB advisory board, no date.
135. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Kimberly Parker; Head of educational resource commons, no date.
136. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Patty Dees; Director of affirmative action, 2000.
137. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Marsha Hecks; Education, no date.
138. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Thomas Mawhinney; Psychology, no date.
139. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Joe Chang, no date.
140. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Gerald Harriman; Business & Econ, no date.
141. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Joyce Ritchie, no date.
142. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, John Marion; Continuing studies, no date.
143. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Sarah Anna Anes, no date.
144. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Charlette Grace Dawson, no date.
145. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Roger P. Hamburg; Political Science, no date.
146. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Theodore Hengesbach, no date.
147. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Joe & Julie Peyser, no date.
148. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, IUSB Donors; Rachin & Demoree, no date.
149. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Ernestine Rachlin, no date.
150. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, William & Kathryn Shield, scholarship donors, no date.
151. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Tina, intern. No date.

**Box 10 – Alumni Association**

**Folder**

1. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Alumni Office.
2. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Alumni Association.
3. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Alumni Gatherings, Banquets, Receptions.
4. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Alumni Gatherings, Games.
5. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Alumni Gatherings, Excursions.
6. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Alumni Gatherings, Miscellaneous.
10. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Alumni Awards, After Hours Event, No Date.
12. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Alumni association, no date.
13. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Chancellors Cabinet, 2005.
15. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Lynn Metzger; Alumni.

**Box 11 – Trustees**

1. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Board of Trustees.
2. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, IU Presidents.
3. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, IU Board of Trustees Meeting at IUSB, No date.
4. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Ribbon Cutting Ceremony and Reception, Elkhart, 1990.
6. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Press Conferences.

Box 12a – Negatives

1. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Alumni Awards, 1990-91.
2. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Art Students, no date.
3. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Buildings, no date.
4. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Campus overview, no date.
5. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Casa House, no date.
6. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Chancellor Cohen’s installation, no date.
7. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Chancellor Kenneth Perrin, no date.
8. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Commencements; various, no date.
9. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Education Division, no date.
11. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Faculty, no date.
12. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Football game, IU, no date.
13. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Hamilton House w/Jay McGee, no date.
14. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Heartbeat of blackness, no date.
15. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Honors day; 1990, 1991.
16. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, IUSB Piano Festival, no date.
17. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, LAS speaker- D. Sadker; 1997.
18. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Lundquist/Service awards, no date.
19. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Non-labeled; misc. no date.
20. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Nursing, no date.
21. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Philosophy day; Speaker Sandra Lee Bartley, no date.
22. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, PHI SI house, 1997.
23. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Press conferences, no date.
24. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Public Affairs certificate awarded, no date.
25. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Schurz Library, no date.
26. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, SGA carnival club days, no date.
27. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Theatre Scenes, no date.
28. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, IUSB business & Econ viewbook negs, no date.
29. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, unknown old photos, no date.
30. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Trustee’s visit & other events, June 2003.
31. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Ralph Nadar, April 2004.
32. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Patrick Furlong & Unknown person, April 2001.
33. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Negatives unknown persons/events, no date.
34. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Negatives unknown events, no dates.
35. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Negatives unknown persons/events, no dates.
36. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Nurse lecture/SBA award, no date.
37. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Titans photos, 10/2002.
38. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Tim Roemer, no date.
40. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Misc, no date.
41. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Dated negs, no date.
42. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, negs, no date.
43. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Piano reception, April 2004.
44. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Graduation, no date.
45. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, unknown event, no date.
46. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, unknown events, 1999.
47. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Various events, 2001.
48. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Various events, 2002.
49. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Various events, 2003.
50. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Various events, 2004.
51. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Various events, 2005.
52. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, IUSB job fair, various dates.
53. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Student activity center, no date.
54. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Tutoring at Navarre, 2002.
55. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, music, no date.
56. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Frank Martin, April 26, 1999.
57. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Gail Martin, no date.
58. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Loitering conference, no date.
59. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Titan Athletic events, no date.
60. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Make a difference day, no date.
61. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Count Basie orchestra, no date.
62. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Vision, no date.
63. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, IUSB Habitat for humanity, 1992.
64. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Holiday Party, 2001.
65. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Staff/Faculty appreciations day, no date.
66. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, IUSB Fest, no date.
67. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Jerry Hinnefeld, no date.
68. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, IUSB Silverhawks game, 2005.
69. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Art Gallery opening, 2000-01.
71. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, International summer special Olympics, August 2, 1987.
72. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Community links blood drive, November 1997.
73. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Commencement, 1985.
74. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Alice Edgell Farewell party, no date.
75. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Cohen’s Installation ceremony, April 1988.
76. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Robert Lochhart & Fall drama installation, no date.
77. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Jaime Escalaur, no date.
78. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, W. Jackson, no date.
79. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Heart Walk, no date.
81. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Tribute to women minority affairs, 2004.
82. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Conversations on race, 2001.
83. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Helen Thomas; Appreciation day, June, 2005.
84. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Registration, 1997.
85. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Grene Scholarship, no date.
86. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Elkhart site, September 1999.
87. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Groundbreaking SAC, September 2000.
88. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Adam Herbert campus, July 2003.
90. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Busnell’s Talk “computer facts”, November 2003.
91. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Emerick Luncheon, July 2004.
92. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Perrin Install, various dates.
93. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Pope Scholarship & conversations in race, October 2006.
94. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Tom & Ellen Ehnlich at reception, 1987.
95. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Chancellor’s medal (Tim Roemer), November 2005.
96. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Graduation, 1997.
97. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Graduation, Spring 2004.
98. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Lundquist award & Crossroads fountain placement, April 2003.
99. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Jewish Workshop summer, 2002.
100. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Elkhart groundbreaking, July 2006.
101. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Staff retirement event, 2004.
103. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Commencement 2002.
104. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Commencement 2000.
105. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Lundquist Joray Award & Job Fair, 2002.
106. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Community college initiative, 1999.
107. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Civil Rights wall & reception &
108. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, YMCA Event, October 2000.
110. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Playboy speaker, 2005.
111. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Slides: Daycare center,
December 14, 1972.
112. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, various slides from 1970-1980s.
113. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Schurz library construction,
1986.
114. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, IUSB Fest, no date.
115. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Proofs, misc, no date.
116. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Individual groups, collections of
photo mixed, misc.
117. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Freshmen orientation, no date.
118. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Nursing students trip to new
Orleans to aid in Katrina disaster, 2008.
119. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Slides of master plan, 1989.
120. Indiana University South Bend, Photograph Collection, Proofs-Misc, no date.

Box 12 – Unidentified Photographs